a8o	MOUNT ABU
from the Bikaner palace I made my way on foot
to Dilwara, most famous of Jain temples.
The temple, which cost its founder over twenty
million pounds, stands at the summit of a low hill
and is completely hidden from view by a row of
humble, nondescript houses. Like all Jain temples,
that of Dilwara keeps its treasure out of sight,
embedded, so to speak, within a mass of drab and
tawdry rubble. After we had wandered through
a maze of narrow streets and compounds, of
alleys where the flagstones were hot as fire and
small covered-in courtyards where naked Indians
sprawled asleep, the durwan who was acting as my
guide touched the lintel of the door we were about
to enter with his hand. I took his meaning and
prudently bent my head as we crossed the threshold.
When I looked up again I found to my surprise that
we were in the heart of the temple.
A covered gallery shelters a row of small rooms
or niches all exactly the same size, like the side-
chapels in a Catholic Church.' In each of them
stands, mounted on a sort of altar, the statue of one
or other of the twenty-three patriarchs. Half-way
down the cloister is the sanctuary, the facade of
which is linked up with the cloister by a peristyle.
Though the temple is of limited dimensions and
planned on simple, symmetrical lines, the wealth of
decoration is almost unbelievable. String-courses
and arches, steps and pillars, door-jambs and
cloister-roof, all that is marble—and the whole
temple is of marble—has been chiselled out by
patient sculptors working with the meticulous pre-
cision of ivory-carvers. The vaulted roofs are
faceted with veritable pictures ; here a wedding-
scene or rite of offering ; there a willowy figure
graceful as a Grecian nymph or a vignette culled

